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Foreword
I have been Head of Participation at the Social Care Institute for Excellence since
2005. SCIE exists to spread the word about good practice in social care and I lead
the work to ensure that users and carers are at the heart of everything that SCIE
does. Fundamental to meeting that aim is ensuring that all SCIE activity is accessible.
If meetings and events are not accessible, people can’t participate.
The reason I got into this kind of work was through my own experience of mental
distress. Up until I joined SCIE my work was mostly in the mental health field. Whilst
at SCIE I have worked alongside disabled people, care experienced young people,
older people, refugees and asylum seekers and many other service users.
In my early years of involvement in mental health I remember being a bit puzzled
by my colleagues in the disability movement interest in accessibility. The big change in
my thinking came when I was organising an Annual General Meeting for Brent
Mental Health User Group (BUG). My colleague Fiona Hill suggested that perhaps
we should book some sign language interpreters. My first response was “we don’t have
any deaf members, what a waste of money.” Fiona wearily replied “well perhaps they
don’t come because they can’t take part.” After some discussion we did book the sign
language interpreters. And perhaps, unsurprisingly, the result was that a lot of deaf
people with mental health issues turned up and some joined BUG.
Apparently it’s traditional when writing forewords to say something about the
author. With a multi authored publication like this one that’s a bit of a challenge.
Judging just by the ones I do know it’s a very impressive group of people. Several
of the authors have had a really big effect on my own thinking about access,
discrimination and involvement. Fran, Peter, Jabeer, Suzy and Ronny are all people
I have worked with and got to know over the years. I am also lucky enough to be
greeted most working days by Michael Turner as he now works for SCIE and sits
opposite me. Judging by the comprehensiveness and clarity of text all the authors
have done a great job.
I am sure that ‘Making a Change’ will become a key publication for anyone
who is serious about running successful and accessible workshops and training.
The style is simple and clear. The use of checklists and top tips make it easy to use.
Getting access issues right is complicated. It can be quite nerve wracking because
most people are genuine in their wish to offer accessible events but it’s hard to find
the information needed to do this well all in the same place. We should not underestimate
the technical challenge of putting on an event that allows everyone to take part
equally, learn, offer their views and also have some fun. If you are organising a
workshop and you want it to be both successful and accessible, ‘Making a Change’
is a very useful and practical publication.
Pete Fleischmann Head of Participation, Social Care Institute for Excellence
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Summary
This is a summary of ‘Making a Change: a guide to running successful and accessible
workshops and training’. It shows the most important parts of the guide in a short, clear way.
Our project set up training for a lot of service users. We wanted everyone to be able
to take part. We looked for a guide telling us how to plan the training. We could not
find one. So we decided to write our own guide.
The summary is a quick and easy way to use the guide when you are planning
training. You can find out more by reading the full guide.
The need for training

The idea for training can come from different places.
It is important to be clear what the need for training is.
You might want to check that people can’t get the same
training somewhere else before you start planning it.
Aims and objectives
(What we want to get from the training)

It is important to be very clear about what you want to get
from the training. It can help to think about the training as a
journey. Your aims tell you where you want to get to on your
journey. Your objectives tell you how you will get there – they
are the different stages of your journey. You should write this
down in a plan. If they are not clear the training probably
won’t work very well.
The trainers

You should think about who is the best person to give the
training. You will need skilful trainers who know about the
subject. Experience and background knowledge are important.
You can ask what the service users think about the trainer. For
example, service users might feel happier with a trainer who is
a service user.
Paying the trainers

Trainers should be paid the right amount of money for
the work they do. Their skills and experience is important.
This is part of what it costs to set up the training.
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Working out a programme for the training

You will need a programme for each bit of training.
A programme shows what a trainer will do, and when.
You should find out what help your trainer needs with this.
If there are lots of trainers you could hold a meeting with them.
Time

When you write the programme for the training you should
think about what service users need to take part. You should
think about the amount of time needed. You should make
sure there are regular breaks. You might need more than one
day to make sure service users learn everything.
Telling people about the training

You should think about who the training is for. You should think
about the best way of telling people about the training. You
might tell them at a meeting. You might send an invitation in
the post.
Finding out what people need to take part

You need to find out what service users need to take part in
the training. You can find this out by sending people a form
to fill in. Or you can speak with each person who is coming
to the training.
Where to hold the training

You should think about the best place to hold the training.
Where do people coming to the training live? How easy is it
to get to. You should think about places that make it easy for
people to take part.
Equipment

You should find out what equipment is needed at the training
session. For example does the trainer need a flip-chart or a
lap-top computer? Before the training you will need to arrange
the equipment.
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Food and drinks

Travel

If you have food at the training you need to plan who will
cook it. You should make sure you have food the people at
the training can eat. For example you might need vegan or
nut-free food. The place where you have the training might
do food. Or you might need to arrange caterers to bring
lunch. You should also make sure there are drinks.

Travel can be difficult for service users. It can take a long
time to get to the training. Some people need help to
travel. Some people need help to find out how to get there.
You should find out if service users can use public transport
to get to the training.

Introductions

Trainers who are service users may need help to do the
training. You should ask the trainer what they need to take
part. You should help arrange the help they need. They
might need help with travel and where they stay as well
as at the training.

Each training session should start with an introduction.
You should talk about the background of the training.
You should tell people what the training is for. You might
ask the trainer to do the introduction. You might want to
do the introduction yourself.

Help after the training

Remember that not everyone will be able to use handouts.
For example people who can’t see very well or people who
can’t read. You should talk about this with your trainer.
Are there other ways of doing the training that don’t need
handouts?

Training makes people think about new ideas or choices.
This can be difficult or upsetting for some service users. It
might be difficult for people who don’t have much support.
It might be difficult for people who live in residential homes.
You should think about what help people might need after
the training. You should think about who can give this help.

Language

Being flexible

It is important to find out if people coming to the training
understand enough spoken and written English to take part
equally. You might need an interpreter for some service users.
An interpreter changes what someone else says into another
language. The interpreter could be for deaf people who use
British Sign Language.

One of the most important things about planning training
that everyone can use is being flexible. You have to be able
to change things to help people take part. This guide tells
you how to do training that everyone can take part in.
But it can’t tell you everything.

Handouts

Ground rules and supporters

It is important that people get on well at the training. It is
important that service users can say the things they want to
say. To help with this you can ask everyone to agree to some
ground rules. You can tell people what you expect from
supporters and personal assistants at the training.
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What the trainer needs to take part

Different people need different things to help them take
part. Some people will need unusual things. You might have
to make last minute changes.
Finding out what people think about the training

It is important to find out what people think about your
training. What people say helps you find out if your training
worked. It helps you find out what things went well and what
things you could do better. People might tell you how to
make it better.
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Introduction
This guide is based on the evaluation of a programme
of workshops that were part of the Standards We Expect
Project in 2007. The workshops were aimed at a wide
range of service users taking part in the Project. We wanted
everyone to be able to take part equally. We called them
‘Making a Change’.
We learnt a lot from developing the programme. The
workshops went very well but we found it was difficult
to set them up. We looked for a guide about arranging
accessible training but found nothing useful. So we decided
to write a guide based on what we found out. It is based on
the wider experience of the people and organisations that
are part of our project. Many of them are service users.
Our programme of workshops included sessions for
practitioners and managers. But this guide is mainly
about the programme we set up for service users. We hope
it will be useful to people arranging training for the first
time or for experienced trainers who want to include people
equally in their sessions.

10
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The guide includes all the stages of setting up a
training programme. It starts with deciding on
what training is needed and goes all the way
through to evaluation. It gives general advice
and examples of what we did in the Standards
We Expect training programme. A lot of the
book is about how to include everyone in the
training and how to make sure everyone has a
say and can take part equally.

The Standards We Expect Project was a research
and development project funded by the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation. It guided the development
of person-centred support in eight services across
the UK. It worked closely with service users and
practitioners because they have often not been
included in social care research.

At the beginning of each part you will find a
‘Top Tip’ which is the most important advice
from that section. You will find a checklist of
questions to think about at the end of each
part. The Top Tips and checklists have been
put together in the Summary.

The services ranged from residential homes to
day centres and outreach services. They worked
with different age groups, from young adults to
older people. Some people using the services
had learning difficulties, others had physical
impairments or dementia.

The guide includes lots of advice about making
practical arrangements. This includes picking a
trainer for the programme and picking where to
hold the training. It includes the results of our
project’s evaluation of its programme to show
what service users said were the most important
things about training.

Much of the development work was done
individually with the services. There were some
types of support, such as national meetings and
training that we offered to all eight services.

At the end of the guide we have included lots of
documents we used throughout the programme.
These include our original programme brief for
trainers and things like our access checklist and
evaluation forms. We hope these will be useful
for you. You can use them, or adapt them for
your training.

A brief word about money…
The Standards We Expect Project was funded
by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation. We had
a budget that was large enough for us to make
sure that our training was fully accessible. An
important part of planning training is thinking
about the money you will need and where to
get it. You should plan so that you have enough
money to make the training accessible to
everyone who comes to it. This may mean
thinking about money at an early stage, for
example when you are writing your funding bid.
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Background to the Standards We
Expect Project

Developing a programme
An original idea for a training session, or programme of
training, can come from a variety of different sources.
You may be contacted by a group of people who want some
training. You may meet some people who need some training
as part of other work you are doing. You may be approached
by a third party, like a Community Worker who has identified
a training need. However the idea comes about it is important
to be clear what the need is and who the training is for. It is a
good idea to try to find out if similar training is already available
before you begin planning.

A Get Together event was held by the Project
in November 2006. It was the first chance
for people from the services to meet together.
It gave service users, practitioners and managers
the chance to talk about:
• What person-centred support means
• What the barriers are to person-centred support
• How to overcome the barriers to personcentred support.
Along with individual work with the services this
event helped us to find out how we could support
services to develop. People at the event were very
clear that the best ways to overcome the barriers
to person-centred support are:
• Training about person-centred support,
rights and making choices
• Accessible and up to date information about
what services are available
• Service users being involved in how services
develop
• Supporting service users to build confidence.
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THE nEEd For TrAInInG

AImS And oBjECTIvES

THE TrAInErS

TOP TIP:

TOP TIP:

The idea for training can come from different
places. It is important to be clear what the
need for training is. You might want to check
that people can’t somewhere else before you
start planning it.

It is important to be very clear about what
you want to get from the training. It can help
to think about the training as a journey. Your
aims tell you where you want to get to on
your journey. Your objectives tell you how you
will get there – they are the different stages
of your journey. You should write this down
in a plan. If they are not clear the training
probably won’t work very well.

TOP TIP:
You should think about who is the best
person to give the training. You will need
skilful trainers who know about the subject.
Experience and background knowledge
are important.

Following its first project Get Together, the
Standards We Expect Project decided that a
programme of training could help service users
to find out information as well as learn more
about involvement. It was hoped it could assist
service users to develop more confidence.
It agreed aims and objectives for the workshops but
decided it wanted individual trainers to develop the
detailed programmes for workshops. This reflected
both the diversity of the groups involved and the
skills and experience of the trainers.
The Project offered workshops to groups of service
users who were part of its project partner sites
on a local basis. To reflect the particular needs
of a service for people from a minority ethnic
community the Project also provided workshops
for the family carers of service users.
The Project had a sufficient budget to offer the
training to service users for free. There were no
charges for attending and refreshments were also free.
CHECKLIST

☐ What is the need for training?
☐ How did you find out about the need

for training?
☐ Did service users have a say in what training
was needed?
☐ Who is the training for?
☐ Does anyone else already do this training?
☐ Who will pay for the training?
☐ Will you charge people for coming to the
training? Or for food and drinks?
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The Standards We Expect Project developed the
following aims and objectives for our workshops.
The overall aim of the programme of workshops
was to enable service users to take part more
equally in discussions about person-centred support
and possibly be a catalyst for change in sites.
Aims:
By the end of the training service users will:
• have a better understanding of their rights as
disabled people/service users
• have more knowledge, confidence and control
over their life
• have a better understanding behind Independent
Living and person-centred support and the
barriers to achieving it.
Objectives:
By the end of the training service users will:
• know about the social model or equalities
approach towards disabled people/service users
• know more about person-centred support
• have discussed what these things mean for
themselves and their service
• have discussed what changes they might want in
their lives and the service they receive
• have met other service users in their services/area
• know more about the Standards We Expect Project.
CHECKLIST

You can ask what the service users think
about the trainer. For example, service
users might feel happier with a trainer
who is a service user.
The trainers for the Standards We Expect
Programme were chosen for their:
• experience as trainers
• relevant personal experience as service users
and practitioners
• experience in working with service users
• commitment to the principles of independent
living and the social model of disability
• ability to travel (with support as necessary) to
the relevant UK location to deliver the training.

• Trainers with a learning difficulty worked with
groups of service users with learning difficulties.
They were supported as necessary by a facilitator.
They received any necessary support to develop
the programme for their session.
• Trainers with a physical impairment worked
with service users with physical impairments.
• A trainer who is an older disabled person worked
with a group of older people who use services.
• A trainer for a group of family carers from an
ethnic minority background was a carer from
a similar ethnic background.
• The trainers for a group of service users from
ethnic minority backgrounds were both from
ethnic minority backgrounds. One had the same
religion as participants.
If you are looking for further information about service
user trainers with relevant experience you can contact:
Shaping Our Lives (details at the end of this report).

For the majority of the workshops the Project
employed two trainers per workshop. This
was to enable facilitated small group work, to
enable different perspectives and assist different
participants to feel comfortable. It also enabled
a mixture of ideas and approaches at the session
planning stage. The sub-group felt that groups
should have limited numbers in order that trainers
could work closely with participants.

CHECKLIST

The Project made great efforts to find trainers
whose own experience and knowledge would
best suit the individual groups of service users
we were working with. This was done by using
the consortium group’s extensive contacts within
the field of training. It must be emphasised that
trainers were primarily chosen for their capabilities
and experience as trainers.

☐Would it be good to have trainers who have

☐ How many service users do you want to come
to the training?

☐ How many trainers do you need for each bit
of the training?

☐ What skills and experience do you want
trainers to have?

☐ Do trainers for different bits of the training
need different skills or experience?

used services?

☐Would it be good to have trainers who know a
lot about the background to the training, for
example about the social model of disability?
☐Would it be good to have trainers who know
about other cultures for the training?
☐ How can you find trainers with the experience
you want?

☐ Are you clear about what you want to get

from the training?
☐ Are your aims and objectives clear? Will you
be able to reach them?
☐ Have you written a plan? Does it say what
you want service users to learn at each bit
of the training?
☐ How will each training session teach service
users what you want them to learn?

You will need skilful trainers who know about the
subject. Experience and background knowledge
are important.
15

PAyInG THE TrAInErS

WorkInG ouT A ProGrAmmE

TOP TIP:

TOP TIP:

Trainers should be paid the right amount of
money for the work they do. Their skills and
experience are important. This is part of what
it costs to set up the training.

You will need a programme for each bit of
training. A programme shows what a trainer
will do, and when. You should find out what
help your trainer needs with this. If there are lots
of trainers you could hold a meeting with them.

The Project was committed to paying the trainers at
appropriate professional rates for their work. This was
due to the need to recognise the skills and experience
of service user trainers. The trainers we worked with
were either self employed or working for organisations
on an employed basis (in which case their fee was
paid to the organisation). As professional trainers they
expected to be paid for their work.
However it should be remembered that if service
user trainers are not working regularly or are new
to training the issue of payment can be made
problematic by the complexity of the benefits system.
Some service users can face the loss of benefits when
declaring income from paid work. This is because
payment may be viewed as evidence of fitness to work.
Unfortunately even doing work on an unpaid basis
that might have been paid can effect ‘fitness to work’.
Other welfare benefits are reduced if the claimant
earns more than a certain amount of money and this
may be a disincentive for service users to accept paid
work (they may be no better off for having been
paid). This is a complex subject and one that is
individual to each person. Therefore it is always
advisable to seek expert advice from the Citizens
Advice Bureau or via a welfare rights advice service.
The Standards We Expect Project issued letters of
contract to each trainer it worked with. These simply
explained what each side should expect of the other.
They were signed by both the Project and the trainer.
CHECKLIST

☐ What is the right amount of money to pay

the trainer?
☐ Can you find out what other trainers are paid?
☐ Could trainers who are service users lose
welfare benefits or have money problems
because they take part?
☐ Where can service users find out more about
how payments might affect their benefits?
☐ Will you have a written contract with the
trainer(s) for the training?
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To help trainers in the development of the
programme for their workshop the Project arranged
a one-day meeting for all the trainers (the Project
used 14 different trainers in total). The aim was to
provide background information and discuss how
to deliver the training. This meeting enabled the
different trainers to meet together and benefit
from each other’s experience and perspectives.

Access and arrangements
Once you have the aims, trainers and programme sorted out
there are still a lot of things to do to make sure the training
runs well and is accessible to everyone who might want to come.
These practical issues about timing, venue, refreshments, travel
and so on make a huge difference to the quality and success of
the training.

Afterwards we circulated notes of the meeting.
Fees and expenses were paid to trainers for this
session. Each pair of trainers then devised their own
programme for the two day workshop. The Project
team were involved in some further individual
meetings with trainers to assist in this process.
Trainers were provided with background
information about the Project and some straight
forward adult-protection guidance to use during
training sessions if required.
CHECKLIST

☐ Are there different trainers giving the

training? Would it be good to meet together
to talk about the programmes?
☐ What do you want to get from having a
meeting?
☐ How will you record what is said at the
meeting?
☐ Do you have money to pay the trainers to
come to the meeting? Who would pay for
the trainers’ travel to the meeting and their
expenses?
☐ Do the trainers need any background
information? How will you make sure the
trainers have the background information
they need?
☐ Will you have one-to-one meetings with
the trainers to plan their programmes?
☐ Do trainers need any information about the
service users taking part or what they need
to take part?
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TImE

TELLInG PEoPLE ABouT THE TrAInInG

TOP TIP:

TOP TIP:

When you write the programme for the training
you should think about what service users
need to take part. You should think about the
amount of time needed. You should make sure
there are regular breaks. You might need more
than one day to make sure service users learn
everything.
Access considerations may determine the type
and variety of exercises used in the programme.
For example an icebreaker exercise that involves
throwing a ball may not work well for anyone with
a physical impairment. On the other hand, don’t
make assumptions about what people can and
cannot do. Some visually impaired people enjoy
throwing a ball, with a bell in it.
Remember access needs when you plan the
programme. For example, many service users
will need ‘comfort breaks’ at regular intervals
during the day.
Considerations about the programme for each
session should include:
• whether participants have learning difficulties
• the sensory impairments of participants
• the complexity of the workshop content
• how familiar members of the group are at
participating in workshops.
For these reasons the Standards We Expect Project
decided that sessions should not be more than
four and a half hours of learning time. Each
workshop was originally planned as two shorter
days but it could be delivered over four half-day
sessions if this was preferable. The number and
duration of breaks varied between sessions. This
depended on the access requirements of people
in each group and was decided in advance in
agreement with local contacts with each group.
Another important consideration was how long
to leave between sessions. Some trainers and
participants felt there was a benefit from leaving
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a gap between sessions as this would give service
users a chance to work on making changes in their
lives and report back on progress at the second
session. However others felt it was better to meet
either on consecutive days or with a week between
sessions in order to maintain focus.
There were difficulties with both approaches.
Some participants found it hard to commit to two
consecutive days but others found it too tiring to
do two days in a row. However, having a gap of a
week between sessions made it difficult for one of
the groups of people with learning difficulties to
recall what had happened at the first session.
The Project felt it was appropriate to leave this
decision to both trainers and local contacts at our
partner services. We wanted to make the sessions
accessible to as many people as possible and
encourage the fullest participation possible.
We recognised that the timing of sessions could
deter people from attending so wanted to ask
participants what would work best for them.
CHECKLIST

☐ How long do you need to do the training?

How many hours or days do you need?
☐ Do you need more time so that everyone
can take part?
☐ What time should a training day start?
What time should it end?
☐ How many breaks should there be? How
long should the breaks be?
☐ When should the training be? Are there times
of the year, or days of the week that service
users can’t come to training?
☐ Can you change when the training is to suit
service users?
☐ Would service users rather have training
close together or spaced out over a longer
time?

You should think about who the training is
for. You should think about the best way of
telling people about the training. You might
tell them at a meeting. You might send an
invitation in the post.
There may be local allies who can assist with
publicity, such as local service user groups.
A variety of methods of publicity is probably the
best way to help reaching as many service users as
possible. These include word of mouth, invitations,
mailings, posters, flyers, notices or adverts in
relevant local publications. The language used in
publicity should be carefully considered to appeal
to the people who will be attending.
Publicity often needs to be planned well in
advance so that people have long enough to make
arrangements to attend. The training might be
offered to an existing group or to known
individuals, in which case publicity should be
straightforward, for example by visiting a meeting
or sending out invitations. However it could be
more challenging if you are trying to attract
people who are marginalised or who do not have
contact with other service users.
The Standards We Expect partner services ranged
greatly in size and diversity. They ranged from a
single residential home to a partnership of services
operating across an entire county. Therefore the
potential audience for the workshops varied from
between ten service users to over 500.

The Project worked with local services to publicise
the workshops, particularly via the flyers and
posters that we designed. The Project made efforts
to use the personal contacts it had built up at each
partner service to promote the training. In many
cases someone from the Project went to speak
directly with service users and groups of service
users about the workshops.
Some feedback from service users suggested
that they did not originally understand what the
training was for or why it was being provided.
Many service users (particularly of the larger
services involved) may not have heard of the
Project prior to seeing information about the
workshops.
CHECKLIST

☐ Who is the training for?
☐ How will you tell service users about the

training?
☐ Will you send out invitations in the post?
☐ Would a leaflet or poster help?
☐ Can you go to a meeting to tell people
about the training?
☐ Who can help to tell people about the
training?
☐ Are there local groups of service users who
can help tell people about the training?
☐ Can you use a number of different ways
of telling people about the training?
☐ How will you make it clear to service users
what the training is for?

There may be local allies who can assist with publicity,
such as local service user groups. A variety of methods
of publicity is probably the best way to help reaching
as many service users as possible.
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WHErE To HoLd THE TrAInInG
TOP TIP:

It may be necessary to contact service users to
clarify information on their checklist, or to contact
service users who have displayed an interest in
attending but have not returned a checklist.
FIndInG ouT WHAT PEoPLE
nEEd To TAkE PArT
TOP TIP:
You need to find out what service users need
to take part in the training. You can find this
out by sending people a form to fill in. Or you
can speak with each person who is coming to
the training.
The Project made considerable efforts to make
workshops accessible for everyone attending.
The Project circulated an ‘Access Requirements’
checklist to all service users displaying an interest
in attending the workshops. It covers a wide range
of requirements and is intended to gather all
the information that the organisers need to
fully meet all participants’ access requirements.
We recommend that any similar document covers
the following topics:
• Contact details
• Dietary requirements
• Type of print (font size or whether information
is required on tape etc)
• Whether a sign language interpreter or speechto-text writer is required
• Whether information is needed in another
language
• Whether a supporter or personal assistant will
accompany you
• Whether you are bringing an assistance dog
• Whether reserved parking is needed
• What type of seating is needed
• A space to describe any other access
requirements.
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It should be remembered that a hard-copy checklist
may not be accessible to all service users. An e-mail
version may be better for some people. There may
be problems if service users do not return their
checklist to the organisers! This makes planning
to meet requirements difficult. It may be necessary
to contact service users to clarify information on
their checklist, or to contact service users who have
displayed an interest in attending but have not
returned a checklist.
CHECKLIST

☐ How will you find out what each service user
needs to take part in the training?

☐ How will you find out everything you need
to know?

☐ How will you make sure you don’t miss
anyone out?

☐ Will you be able to help everyone to take

part in the training?
☐ Have you thought about how to help
everyone to take part (for example, how to
get an interpreter, or what foods someone
with a gluten-free diet needs)?
☐ Will it be useful to send a form or checklist
to the service users who are coming to the
training?
☐ Will everyone be able to fill a form in?
☐ Can you use other ways of finding out what
people need to take part?
☐ What will you do if service users do not send
back their forms?
☐ Will it be useful to speak with each service
user to find out what they need to take part?

You should think about the best place to hold
the training. Where do people coming to the
training live? How easy is it to get to. You
should think about places that make it easy
for people to take part.
For our project each group of service users lived in
a particular geographic location. Sometimes this was
a particular town or city, sometimes it was a county
or region. We decided to deliver the workshops as
locally as possible to where service users lived. This
usually meant a suitable location in their town or
city. Sometimes it meant choosing a venue in a town
or city in the centre of the region. For some sessions
we were able to deliver the training (literally) just
around the corner from where participants lived.
Venues were chosen with a range of access
requirements in mind. For some workshops it
was important to have additional rooms to hold
breakout sessions. We made efforts to find venues
that were comfortable and spacious to help create
a relaxed and open atmosphere for the workshops
and we wanted venues that made participants feel
that they and the training were valuable.
We also considered transport links, parking
arrangements and how easy it was to find the venues.
There were also considerations about whether
venues could help provide things like catering,
drinks and suitable training equipment. If they did
not, then these things had to be found elsewhere.
CHECKLIST

☐ Where is the best place to have the training?
☐ How far will service users have to travel?
How long will it take them?
☐ Does the place have level access for
wheelchair users?
☐ Does it have toilets that are accessible?
If you are holding a session for a lot of
service users you may want to find out
how many accessible toilets there are.
☐ Does it have chairs and tables that people
can use easily?
☐ Are there different types of chairs? For
example some people may need a chair
with a high back.

☐ Are the rooms the right size for your training?

Are there enough rooms?
☐ Is there enough space in the rooms you
are using?
☐ Sometimes you might need to take some
chairs or tables out of a room to make space.
Will people at the place do this for you?
☐ If you are using more than one room are the
rooms next to each other? Is the distance
between rooms a problem for service users?
Or will moving between rooms take a long
time?
☐ Are the rooms quiet enough? Can other
people in the building hear what you are
saying?
☐ Will other people using the place disturb
your training?
☐ Does the room have good, natural light?
☐ Is the room nice? Will people be happy using
it for the training?
☐ Does the room have an induction loop for
people with hearing impairments? Or is there
a portable loop system that can be used?
☐ Is there a prayer room or quiet room for
people to pray in?
☐ Is there a quiet room for people who need
a break from the training?
☐ Is the place easy to find? Is there a map you
can send to people who are coming to the
training?
☐ Is it easy for people to find their way around
the building? Are there signs? How can you
help people to find their way around?
☐ Does the place have a website that service
users can visit to find out more?
☐ Is there enough parking? How far away is the
parking? Is it free? Can it be used at the time
of your training?
☐ Can you save parking spaces for service users
who need it?
☐ Is there an open space where people with
assistance dogs can go during breaks?
☐ Is there a kitchen?
☐ How much does the place cost?
☐ How do you book a room? Do you have to pay
some money as a deposit, or sign a contract?
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EquIPmEnT

Food And drInkS

InTroduCTIonS

LAnGuAGE

TOP TIP:

TOP TIP:

TOP TIP:

TOP TIP:

You should find out what equipment is
needed at the training session. For example
does the trainer need a flip-chart or a lap-top
computer? Before the training you will need
to arrange the equipment.

If you have food at the training you need to
plan who will cook it. You should make sure
you have food the people at the training can
eat. For example you might need vegan or
nut-free food.

You are likely to need various types of training
equipment at your training session. This may be
as simple as needing a flipchart and marker pens.
It may extend to lap-top computers and projectors.
There may be particular ‘props’ required for
individual exercises. It will be necessary to identify
what equipment is required and then find out how
it can be provided.

The place where you have the training might do
food. Or you might need to arrange caterers to bring
lunch. You should also make sure there are drinks.

Each training session should start with an
introduction. You should talk about the
background of the training. You should tell
people what the training is for. You might ask
the trainer to do the introduction. You might
want to do the introduction yourself.

It is important to find out if people coming to
the training understand enough spoken and
written English to take part equally. You might
need an interpreter for some service users.
The interpreter could be for people speaking
another language. The interpreter could be
for deaf people who use British Sign Language.

Double check all aspects of the equipment – for
example, when booking a DVD player make sure
that there will be a remote control to operate it.
For the Standards We Expect Programme each
session had a different programme so that meant
that different equipment was needed. It was
important to find out from the trainer what was
required at an early stage so that it could be
arranged. Equipment was either hired from the
venue, provided by the trainers, borrowed from
local partners or in some cases hired commercially
(but this can be an expensive option).
CHECKLIST

☐ Do you know what equipment the trainer

needs?
☐ Do you own the equipment you need?
How will you get it to the training?
☐ Can the trainer bring the equipment
they need?
☐ Can the place you are having the training
lend you the equipment you need?
☐ Can you borrow or hire the equipment
you need?
☐ Can the equipment be taken to the venue
(and picked up) at the right time?
☐ What is the cost of hiring the equipment?
☐ If the equipment costs a lot or is hard to find
can the trainer(s) change their plan and do
without it?
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For the Standards We Expect Programme we
worked whenever possible with caterers known or
recommended to us. Local contacts were often able to
recommend good quality caterers at reasonable costs.
We saw catering arrangements as part of an overall
approach towards making sure that participants felt
comfortable and valued. We tried to ensure there
was a variety of food available and that it was of
a high standard.
CHECKLIST

☐ Will you have lunch at your training? This

might depend on how long the training is
and what time of day it is.
☐ Can the place where you have the training
do lunch? If they do they might not let you
have other caterers.
☐ If there is a restaurant there do you want to
use it? How long does it take to serve lunch?
Will all the service users be able to use the
restaurant?
☐ Can you have lunch in your training room?
☐ Is the food OK for vegetarians or vegans?
Is it nut-free or gluten free?
☐ Is the food labelled clearly? For example can
people tell which food is vegetarian? Is it on
different plates?
☐ Can you get drinks at the place you have the
training?
☐ Are there drinks for people who don’t have
caffeine?
☐ Are there drinking straws for people who
need them?
☐ Is there a kitchen you can use to make drinks?
☐ Are there cups or mugs you can use?
☐ Do you need to bring coffee, tea, milk
and sugar?
☐ Who will make the drinks?

In the Standards We Expect project the trainers
had usually not met the service users prior to the
workshops. The service users’ knowledge of the
background of the Project varied. Some had been
involved in previous meetings or interviews whilst
others had not. For this reason the Project spoke
with trainers to ask if they would like someone
to introduce them to the group.
The introductory role included giving some
background information about the Project to
provide context and explaining how the session
fitted into the wider project. It could be used to
answer both general questions and specific questions
about the Project. This introductory role was either
taken by a member of the Project team or by a
local contact from the partner service. In many
cases the trainers were happy to proceed with an
introduction from someone from the partner service.
In some cases the trainers were happy to introduce
themselves and the background to the Project.

There may be service users taking part who
have speech impairments or limited verbal
communication. You should consider how these
service users can be supported to fully participate.
It may be necessary for people with speech
impairments to repeat what they have said so
that others can understand (which will mean
questions or group work will take longer). Some
people with speech impairments or limited verbal
communication may want another service user or
a supporter to help repeat what they have said.
In the Standards We Expect project there were
two workshops including people who didn’t
speak English as a first language and required an
interpreter. In one case interpreting was provided
by the trainer who was fluent in the relevant
community language. In another it was necessary
to have an interpreter present at the session.
CHECKLIST

CHECKLIST

☐ Who will tell people who the trainer is?
☐ Who will talk about the background of the
training?

☐ Who will tell people what the training is for?
☐ Is the trainer happy to do the introduction?
☐ What background is needed in the
introduction?

☐ What will you tell people about what the
training is for?

☐ Will there be anyone at the training who

doesn’t speak enough English to take part
equally? How will you help them to take part?
☐ Will any of the service users have speech
impairments or limited verbal communication?
How will you help them to take part?
☐ Will anyone need an interpreter?
☐ Do you know how to arrange for an interpreter?
☐ What will the costs for an interpreter be?
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HAndouTS

TrAvEL

WHAT THE TrAInEr nEEdS To TAkE PArT

TOP TIP:

TOP TIP:

TOP TIP:

Travel can be difficult for service users. It can
take a long time to get to the training. Some
people need help to travel. Some people need
help to find out how to get there. You should
find out if service users can use public
transport to get to the training.

Trainers who are service users may need help
to do the training. You should ask the trainer
what they need to take part. You should help
arrange the help they need. They might need
help with travel and where they stay as well
as at the training.

For the Standards We Expect Programme we decided
it was necessary to meet the costs of participants
transport to ensure widespread and equal access.
Often participants arranged their own travel whilst
others asked for our assistance. This involved linking
with local contacts and local transport providers.
Transport varied hugely in cost and was more
expensive in rural areas where longer journeys
were needed to enable people to participate.

If training sessions are being planned for service
users then issues of access should already have been
considered for participants that would help to meet
the requirements of trainers. For example level
access for trainers using wheelchairs. However
there may be particular access requirements for
trainers so this should be discussed when making
arrangements. Trainers might also have access
requirements relating to travel, accommodation
and support that go beyond arrangements already
being made for the training.

Remember that not everyone will be able to
use handouts. For example people who have a
visual impairment or people who can’t read.
You should talk about this with your trainer.
Are there other ways of doing the training
that don’t need handouts?
There are many people who may not find written
materials accessible. These include people with
visual impairments, some people with learning
difficulties and people who are not able to read.
Using larger print, plain language and symbols may
help make the materials accessible for many people.
However probably the best way is for the trainer
to make sure they do not rely solely on written (or
visual) material. So for example this could mean
reading out what is on a handout or projector slide.
In this context trainers should carefully consider
the use of written materials given to participants
in advance of a session for background knowledge
or further material given out for people to take
away with them. To ensure access the trainer
should make sure these materials form part of
the programme and are discussed face to face.
Many people may find it useful to have information
about the programme and copies of handouts that
will be used in advance. A person with a learning
difficulty might for example decide to work through
this information with a supporter in order to
prepare for the session.

To aid this preparation it will be necessary to plan
and distribute in advance. Some trainers may find
this unusual and may require encouragement
to undertake it as a way of working but those
commissioning training can help by requesting the
type of information that should be sent in advance
and naming deadlines for it to be made available by
the trainer. Another way to assist this process is for
the training organisers to undertake the production
and distribution of written materials. The early
distribution of information also reminds participants
of the details of the training (date, time, location etc).
We advise that all written materials be produced in
the ‘Ariel’ font at a minimum size of point 14. They
should be made available in large print as required.
It is important to remember that some visually
impaired people require a specific font size so it may
be necessary to provide materials in a number of
different font sizes (eg point 18 and point 24).

☐ Will you make large print handouts (or have

In order to meet people’s access requirements it is
very important to stick to the timings on the agenda
throughout the day. Many service users book
assistance in order to use public transport so
allowing training to overrun can cause additional
stress and havoc with people’s return journeys.

☐ Do your handouts use plain language and

CHECKLIST

☐ Will the trainer read out the information on

☐ How will service users get to the training?
☐ Do you have enough money to pay for service

CHECKLIST

☐ Do you need handouts at the training?
☐ How can handouts be changed so more
people can use them?

them on tape or in braille)?

symbols?

a handout and talk about it?

☐ Can you send handouts to service users

before the training? This might help people
get ready, or get help to read them.

Many people may find it useful to have information
about the programme and copies of handouts that
will be used in advance. A person with a learning
difficulty might for example decide to work through
this information with a supporter in order to prepare
for the session.
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The length of journey should be a consideration
when deciding the start and finish time of sessions
and the number and timing of breaks.

users’ travel?
☐ Do service users need help to travel? Who
will help?
☐ Do you need to change the start and finish
times because it takes a long time to travel
to the training and back?
☐ Can you help service users find out how to
get to the training?
☐ Can you help arrange travel for service
users?

For the Standards We Expect Programme we
agreed to meet the costs of trainer’s travel and any
accommodation necessary. In most cases the
trainer’s made their own arrangements and claimed
the expenses back from the Project. However in
some cases the Project made travel and hotel
bookings on behalf of trainers which meant they
did not have to pay these expenses up front and
claim them back. These bookings often included
rooms for supporters and of course there were
additional costs in support for trainers. These
included the wages of support workers (in advance
to assist with preparing programmes as well as
during the workshops), accommodation, travel
and out of pocket expenses for support workers.
CHECKLIST

☐ What help does the trainer need to take part?
☐ Is the place for the training accessible for
the trainer?

☐ What agreement will you have with the

trainer about paying and arranging for
support, travel and a place to stay?
☐ Does the trainer need a support worker?
☐ Does the trainer need help with travel plans?
☐ Does the trainer need help planning or
booking a place to stay?
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Ground ruLES And SuPPorTErS

HELP AFTEr TrAInInG

BEInG FLEXIBLE

TOP TIP:

TOP TIP:

TOP TIP:

Training makes people think about new ideas
or choices. This can be difficult or upsetting
for some service users. It might be difficult
for people who don’t have much support.
It might be difficult for people who live in
residential homes.

One of the most important things about
planning training that everyone can use is
being flexible. You have to be able to change
things to help people take part. This guide
tells you how to do training that everyone can
take part in. But it can’t tell you everything.

You should think about what help people might
need after the training. You should think about
who can give this help.

Different people need different things to help them
take part. Some people will need unusual things.
You might have to make last minute changes.

The content of the Standards We Expect workshops
aimed to increase knowledge and awareness about
rights and choices. It was intended to support
people to think about independent living and
person-centred services. For service users we
recognised that this process might encourage
change. We also recognised that this process is a
difficult and unsettling one for service users who
may feel the need for extra support to negotiate
the many barriers they face.

There are always likely to be individual access
requirements that are difficult to foresee or difficult
to meet. Every service user is an individual
therefore access requirements are individual and
varied. Access and inclusion are best seen as a way
of working, or an attitude rather than a defined
system or checklist.

It is important that people get on well at the
training. It is important that service users can
say the things they want to say. To help with
this you can ask everyone to agree to some
ground rules. You can tell people what you
expect from supporters and personal
assistants at the training.
In the planning of the Standards We Expect
Programme the trainers were given a copy of
Shaping Our Lives ‘Suggested Ground Rules for
Meetings’. They were encouraged to use these at
the workshops. The Project suggested the ground
rules be read at the start of the workshop. We
hoped this would help to establish a respectful
and supportive atmosphere for service users to
participate openly. The trainers were encouraged
to ask the workshop participants what they
thought of the rules, whether there were any
they disagreed with or whether there were any
extra rules they thought were important.
The Project hoped that by finding out about
access requirements before the workshops it would
encourage service users to attend without the need
for support. We found that often if people had
support to get to and from the venue and maybe
at lunchtime they were happy to participate
without their supporter or personal assistant
present.

We hoped to have as few supporters or personal
assistants present as possible. This was a measure
to encourage open participation and maintain an
atmosphere by reducing the number of people
present who were not service users.
If service users did need to bring a supporter or
personal assistant we encouraged the trainers to
cover the role of supporters and personal assistants
at the beginning of the workshop. To assist with
this process they were given Shaping Our Lives
‘Protocol for Personal Assistants’. We hoped this
would assist service users to speak for themselves
and exchange ideas and experiences with other
service users. This can be more difficult with third
parties present, particularly if they work for services
that might be part of the discussion.
CHECKLIST

☐ Will you ask people to agree ground rules

for the training?
☐ Do you have other ideas to help people get
on well at the training?
☐ Do any service users need a supporter or
personal assistant with them at the training?
☐ How can you make sure that service users
have their say, not supporters or personal
assistants?
☐ Will you ask supporters and personal
assistants not to talk unless they are helping
a service user talk?

One of the most important things about planning
training that everyone can use is being flexible.
You have to be able to change things to help
people take part.

Therefore it was important to consider what support
was available to service users and where possible pass
on relevant contact details. Ideally a service user
should be able to obtain support from their local
disabled people’s organisation, or local self advocacy
or citizen advocacy group. Social workers can also
assist with resolving some of these difficulties.
It was important to acknowledge that transitions to
independent living can take a long time and involve
complex and difficult arrangements and that the
training was often a small step and a beginning in
this process.

It is important for people organising training to
have an open-minded and flexible approach.
There will be barriers to be overcome so it is
important to problem-solve and approach access
with an empowering, can-do attitude. In order to
offer a person-centred, individual approach it is
important to think of a group as a collection of
individuals rather than a homogenous entity. In
our experience it is usually best to take the time to
speak with individuals about their access requirements
and work with them to develop solutions.
It is important to recognise that having this
flexibility and the commitment to work inclusively
can mean substantial amounts of time are needed
in making training arrangements.

CHECKLIST

CHECKLIST

☐ Will the training upset any service users?
☐ How can the training be helpful and make

☐ How will you help if service users need

everyone feel supported?

☐ How can you help service users after the
training?

☐ Are there local groups who can help service

unusual things to help them take part?
☐ How will you make sure you work in a
person-centred way?
☐ Do you have enough time to make sure you
can help everyone to take part?

users after the training?

☐ How will service users get in touch with
groups who can help?
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Evaluation and monitoring
One of the last stages of training is evaluation and monitoring.
It is easy to run out of steam to do this stage well but important
because the information gathered helps you learn and adapt
the training for the future.

FIndInG ouT WHAT PEoPLE THInk
ABouT THE TrAInInG
TOP TIP:
It is important to find out what people think
about your training. What people say helps
you find out if your training worked. It helps
you find out what things went well and what
things you could do better. People might tell
you how to make it better.
Your evaluation can provide very useful information
for future training you plan and may help you to
improve the overall effectiveness of your programme.
Evaluation can be conducted in a number of
different ways. The most common is asking
participants to fill in a brief evaluation form at
the end of the session, or programme. However
other methods to consider are:
• Asking questions face to face at a future meeting
• Conducting some follow-up telephone calls
• If participants are members of a group, asking
the group to discuss the training at their next
meeting.
You may also want to consider some form of follow
up evaluation. This is normally undertaken after
an agreed period of time (for example, one month,
three months or six months after the training).
As with other aspects of your arrangements access
and inclusion should be considered when planning
evaluation. Forms may prove inaccessible to some
service users, or some people might need assistance
to complete a form. For those people a follow-up
conversation may be more effective. However,
telephone conversations may be inaccessible for
other service users. It may be that a mixed
approach be considered.
The Standards We Expect Project made sure that
the trainers at each workshop had a supply of
both evaluation forms and equal opportunities
monitoring forms. The Project made it clear to
trainers that it was very important that participants
completed them and suggested building time into
the programme for this purpose.
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The Equal Opportunities Forms enabled us to
gather information about the age, ethnicity,
disability, sexuality and gender of participants.
The Evaluation Form asked for participant’s views
on practical aspects of the workshops, like the
venue and arrangements as well as what they most
liked about the training and anything they thought
could be improved. They also asked if participants
had decided to make any changes in their life (or to
their practice) after the first day. The forms on the
second day were slightly different and asked about
progress with making change and what barriers or
support participants had experienced.
There was a follow-up evaluation, which took
part as an element of the Project’s final round of
interviews with partner services. This took place
around three months after the end of the programme
of workshops.
CHECKLIST

☐ Do you want to find to find out things like

age, gender and ethnic background?
☐ What sort of things do you want to find out
about the training?
☐ What is the best way to find this out?
☐ Do you want people to fill in a form?
☐ Do you want to get in touch with people
afterwards and ask them questions?
☐ What questions will you ask?
☐ How many questions will you ask?
☐ What can you make sure everyone can have
their say?
☐ How will you get lots of people to answer
the questions?
☐ Will you ‘follow-up’ later to ask more
questions about your training? For example
you could talk to people a month after the
training. You could ask if the training has
made a difference to them.
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results of the evaluation
The responses to the Project’s evaluation of the
workshop programme are useful in showing what
service users identify as important aspects of training
sessions. They are included to enable those planning
training to understand the priorities and views of
participants in this programme of workshops.
Overall the aspects of the workshops most valued
by participants were:
• Opportunities to meet with other service users
• Meeting new people
• Meeting/learning in an informal and relaxed
setting
• Finding out new information.
This is what service users said was good about the
workshops:

Trainers’ feedback forms
Many people said they would like to make changes
in their lives. Often these were expressed quite
generally:

“ More choice in life and living.”
“ Goals I want to do.”
“ I can have a say in what I want to do, and
the help I can get.”
“More information to empower people.”
Others were much more specific:

“ Meet new people. Would like a job.”
“ I want to learn to drive.”
“ Invite [name of senior service manager]
to come and talk to us.”

“ Meeting people who understand your
frustrations! Getting information and ideas.” “ [local organisation of disabled people]
should hold regular meetings for disabled
“ Informal atmosphere – great.”
people.”
“ Meeting people of like mind in such an
informal setting. Very interesting day.”
Many people praised the individual trainer or how
“ Lively, interesting topics discussed.”

much they had valued the workshop. Some spoke of
wanting to attend similar events in the future:

“ Being able to share experiences with others.”

“ Really enjoyed [name of trainer] doing the
workshop, really like him!”

Service users said they had learned many new things,
particularly regarding rights, benefits and direct
payments:

“ Enjoyed learning about rights and what
disabled people have as a person.”
“ How we view disability.”
“ The various kinds of help which are there
if you know which group to ask.”
“ Made me think more positively.”
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“ Had a fantastic time!”
“ I enjoyed my day. I would come back
again.”

The Project asked all trainers to fill in a structured
feedback form to describe their experience and
impressions of the sessions. We thought it was a
useful opportunity to benefit from their experience
and to gain honest opinions about what they
thought had worked well and what could be
improved in any future workshops. This
information confirmed how different each session
had been and the diversity of those attending.
There was useful feedback from two trainers
working with a group of people with learning
difficulties. They said it was difficult for participants
to start making changes in their lives as there was
not sufficient support available for them to do this
at their residential homes.
Some changes identified were to change the
furniture around in a bedroom or to go out more.
Others were about learning to use a computer or
move to your own flat. The trainers also told the
Project that several people attending had requested
that their local People First come and give them a
talk. This was something the Project was able to
arrange. The trainer working with a group of older
people felt the sessions were constructive and useful.
Those attending were involved in a local older
people’s group which aims to influence and improve
local services. They varied greatly in knowledge and
experience. The trainer worked with the group’s
Co-ordinator before the sessions and made every
effort to encourage the group to set its own agenda.
The group were encouraged to take forward work
in three different areas after the workshops. These
concentrated on health and social care, loneliness

and education and leisure facilities. She reported
there was cynicism from some participants whose
prior experiences of their group had been
frustrating due to the perception that their
involvement had not brought about change.
In one larger, rural area the trainers reported that
there were fewer participants than expected but that
this had enabled detailed more detailed discussions
that were beneficial. Their work on the social model
of disability was seen as a highlight. Participants
identified some changes to work on locally, which
centred on enabling local disabled people to meet
together and to access improved information.
The trainer for one group of people with learning
difficulties said the sessions went well but that
leaving a week between sessions was probably
too long a gap. Participants related particularly
well to the sections on discrimination and the
social model of disability. The most common
change that people wanted to make was to meet
together regularly as a group. Despite some people
having to travel long distances attendance was very
good on both days.
The trainer for the Carers group reported that the
group was initially distrustful thinking they would
be patronised. However the group was reassured
by the trainers’ use of Mirpuri and Punjabi and
recording notes on the flipchart in Urdu. The session
overall was very open and candid. The trainer
felt that the group faced multiple barriers and had
little understanding of the workings of social care
bureaucracies. Much of the time was spent discussing
the rights of people with learning difficulties, the idea
of person-centred support and direct payments.

The Project asked all trainers to fill in a structured
feedback form to describe their experience and
impressions of the sessions. We thought it was a
useful opportunity to benefit from their experience.
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Practitioners and managers
The programme of training included sessions for practitioners
and managers from the Project’s partner services. The Project
was committed to making an impact at all levels of the services
we worked with in order to bring about change.

Training for practitioners
We felt that it was important to provide training
on the same themes to all three constituencies but
to go about it in different ways. It was important
for practitioners and managers working with the
service users who came to our workshops to have
the opportunity of attending training on the same
topics. Our aim was that by training practitioners
and managers we might make it easier for service
users to bring about change and work towards
more person-centred support.
The workshops for practitioners were also two days
long. It was decided to leave a month between the
workshops. We split the services into two groups based
on geography. The Project asked service partners
to ensure that practitioners were paid their normal
wage for attending the sessions. The Project
met travel expenses and out of pocket expenses.
The programme for both groups was the same, as
were the trainers. The trainers were experienced
trainers, one was a service user and the other was a
practitioner.
In one area that took part in the Project, practitioners
used the training as an opportunity to reflect on the
way they worked. They were open to considering the
changes needed in order to work in more personcentred ways.

This led the Project, in discussion with people
working for the service to decide to offer additional
training to practitioners of the service. It was hoped
that by investing in the practitioners there was
potential to bring about some sustainable benefits
to the service that would benefit service users. The
service felt that the subject practitioners would most
benefit from training about was communication.
We recruited an expert in this field to provide the
training. The training was received very well and
evaluation demonstrated it was very popular and
was having important benefits. For example
practitioners spoke of improving relationships with
individual service users based on the techniques
and insight gained from the workshops.

Training for managers
The final element of the programme was a one-day
seminar for managers from partner services. This
was facilitated by a trainer who is a service user
who has specialised in equalities work. Many of the
managers commented on how well the seminar was
facilitated and said that having a service user as a
trainer had been beneficial as many examples from
the trainer’s own experience were used to illustrate
the wider themes of user involvement, rights and
making services person-centred.

Challenges
During the development of the programme we
realised we faced particular barriers in providing
a workshop for the users of a day service for older
people with dementia. We spoke to a number of
organisations with extensive experience of working
with older people with dementia. We realised that
it would be difficult to hold sessions that would be
accessible and understandable to many of the
service users. Given the effects of dementia on
memory there were important questions about the
medium or long term benefit of any training we
did deliver.
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Useful oganisations

Conclusions
Our experience shows that arranging accessible and
inclusive training for service users is a complicated
and many-faceted process. However this experience
also shows that it is possible to achieve.
Arranging accessible and inclusive training
has significant implications for:
• the budget
• the timetable
• the amount of time needed for organisation.
We view access and inclusion as a way of working,
or an ethos, rather than a series of practical
measures. The crucial factor is to take a personcentred approach and remain flexible.

One of the most important results from our
individual programme was the way it brought
groups of service users together in a relaxed
and positive atmosphere (see Evaluation and
Monitoring ‘Results’ section). The groups proved
to be supportive and constructive. They helped
individual service users to gain the confidence to
bring about real changes in their lives. In one case
a group of service users attending a workshop
decided to meet again because its members found
the experience so positive.

Finally we urge you to take lessons from the
evaluation of your training. The evaluation is
crucial feedback from service users and can enable
you to improve arrangements for the next session
We believe that the use of trainers who are service
or programme of training you develop. It can
users is a vital element in the effectiveness of accessible hold important lessons about what went right,
and inclusive training. We also think it is important
as well as what went wrong and can provide a
to involve service users in the development of the
list of action points when developing future
programme so that their goals are met by the training. programmes.

national service user and disabled
people’s organisations
Shaping Our Lives
National User Network
BM Box 4845
London WC1N 3XX
Telephone: 0845 241 0383
www.shapingourlives.org.uk
SOLNET website of
organisations of people
www.solnetwork.org.uk
National Centre for Independent Living
Unit 3.40
Canterbury Court
1-3 Brixton Road
London SW9 6DE
Telephone: 020 7587 1663
Advice Line: 0845 026 4748
Self advocacy
To find your local self advocacy group you
can go to the website of the National Forum:
www.nationalforum.co.uk
People First
A self advocacy organisation run by people with
learning difficulties based in London is:
www.people-first.co.uk

Other national organisations
Action for Advocacy
PO Box 31856
Lorrimore Square
London SE17 3XR
Telephone: 020 7820 7868
www.actionforadvocacy.org.uk
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Values Into Action
PO Box 59043
London E13 3AZ
Telephone: 07754 157718
www.viauk.org

National Association for Voluntary
and Community Action
The Tower
2 Furnival Square
Sheffield S1 4QL
Telephone: 0114 278 6636
Fax: 0114 278 7004
Textphone: 0114 278 7025
www.navca.org.uk

Equality and human rights organisations
Equality and Human Rights
Commission (England)
Freepost RRLL-GHUX-CTRX
Arndale House
Arndale Centre
Manchester M4 3EQ
Telephone: 0845 604 6610
Textphone: 0845 604 6620
Fax: 0845 604 6630
www.equalityhumanrights.com
Equality and Human Rights
Commission (Wales)
Freepost RRLR-UEYB-UYZL
1st Floor, 3 Callaghan Square
Cardiff CF10 5BT
Telephone: 0845 604 8810
Textphone: 0845 604 8820
Equality and Human Rights
Commission (Scotland)
Freepost RRLL-GYLB-UJTA
The Optima Building
58 Robertson Street
Glasgow G2 8DU
Telephone: 0845 604 5510
Textphone: 0845 604 5520
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Reports from the Project
The Standards We Expect Project has produced
a range of documents about person-centred
support written for a variety of people on a
variety of topics.
You can find out how to get a hard copy
or download a copy from these websites:
www.shapingourlives.org.uk
www.policypress.co.uk
The website will also tell you how to get
Word copies of the documents which can
be downloaded for use with computer readers
or in large font versions.
Supporting People:
towards a person-centred approach
Peter Beresford, Jennie Fleming, Michael Glynn,
Catherine Bewley, Fran Branfield, Suzy Croft,
Karen Postle
Published by Policy Press 2011

Supporting People:
towards a person-centred approach
Findings
Peter Beresford, Jennie Fleming, Michael Glynn,
Catherine Bewley, Fran Branfield, Suzy Croft,
Karen Postle
Published by Joseph Rowntree Foundation 2011

Supporting People:
the big issues
Peter Beresford, Jennie Fleming, Michael Glynn,
Catherine Bewley, Fran Branfield, Suzy Croft,
Karen Postle
Published by Joseph Rowntree Foundation 2011
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Supporting People:
a summary in easy words and pictures
Gina Barrett, Maggie Brennan, Dana Brown,
Neil Burton, Wenda Gordons and Christina
Watkins from People First Lambeth
with Hom Saihkay and Catherine Bewley
Person-Centred Support:
a guide for service users
Catherine Bewley, Fran Branfield, Michael Glynn,
Peter Beresford, Suzy Croft, Jennie Fleming,
Karen Postle
Person-Centred Support:
a guide to person-centred working for
practitioners
Suzy Croft, Catherine Bewley, Peter Beresford,
Fran Branfield, Jennie Fleming, Michael Glynn,
Karen Postle
making a Change:
a guide to running successful and
accessible workshops and training
Michael Glynn, Fran Branfield, Catherine Bewley,
Suzy Croft, Jennie Fleming, Karen Postle
Person-Centred Support:
choices for end of life care
Jennie Fleming, Michael Glynn, Rod Griffin,
Peter Beresford, Catherine Bewley, Fran Branfield,
Suzy Croft, Karen Postle
Working towards Person-Centred Support:
a local case study
Karen Postle, Suzy Croft, Jennie Fleming,
Peter Beresford, Catherine Bewley, Fran Branfield,
Michael Glynn

STAN DA R DS W E EXPECT ...

Front cover illustration ‘Getting into groups and growing stronger’ © Kevin Chettle and with permission from Advocacy in Action

This report is one of a series linked with the national Standards We Expect Project
supported by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation. The purpose of this national project
was to develop person-centred support in social care and other services, in line with the
‘standards’ that service users wanted. It focused particularly on including the views and
experience of people as service users, informal carers and face-to-face practitioners.
The aim was to find out what barriers were getting in the way of disabled people and service
users having the services and support they wanted and how these barriers could be overcome.

Also available:
A SUMMARY WITH EASY WORDS AND PICTURES

Person-Centred Support:

Working towards Person-Centred
Support: a local case study

Person-Centred Support:
a guide for service users

a guide to person-centred
working for practitioners

Person-Centred Support:

Supporting People:

Karen Postle, Suzy Croft, Jennie Fleming, Peter Beresford,
Catherine Bewley, Fran Branfield, Michael Glynn

Catherine Bewley, Fran Branfield, Michael Glynn, Peter Beresford,
Suzy Croft, Jennie Fleming, Karen Postle

Suzy Croft, Catherine Bewley, Peter Beresford, Fran Branfield,
Jennie Fleming, Michael Glynn, Karen Postle

Jennie Fleming, Michael Glynn, Rod Griffin, Peter Beresford,
Catherine Bewley, Suzy Croft, Karen Postle

Gina Barrett, Maggie Brennan, Dana Brown, Neil Burton,
Wenda Gordons and Christina Watkins from People First Lambeth

Working towards
Person-Centred Support:
a local case study

Published by

Person-Centred Support:
a guide for service users

Person-Centred Support:
a guide to person-centred
working for practitioners

in association with

choices for end of life care

towards a person-centred approach

With support from Hom Saihkay and Catherine Bewley

Person-Centred Support:
Supporting People:
choices for end of life care towards a personcentred approach

